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and they were generally of such attractive
designs that the younger and less informed
collector was sure to prefer them to the less
showy but more legitimate issues.
So g^reat were the possibilites of wealth
in this direction that one dealer, M. F.
Seebeck, more enterprising than his colleagues, started a stamp factory of his own.
His method of operation was simple and
most effective. He made contracts with
some of the impecunious countries of
Central America, whereby he agreed to
furnish them a new issue each year without cost to them, providing the surplus
stamps of each year reverted to him, and
he took good care to see that there were
ample reversions. At present such contracts are in force with Honduras, Nicaragua, Salvador and Ecuador. When current the sets of some of these countries are
worth as high as $20, but when obsolete
they are retailed for about 40 cents.
Among the other countries charged with
indulging in speculative stamps are many
of the colonies of Great Britain, of France
and of Portugal, San Marino, Roumania,
Japan, many Chinese treaty ports. Hongkong, and quite a number of independent
and insignificant minor countries, such as
the principality of Trinidad, off the coast
of Brazil; Brunie, Sarawak, Labuan and
North Borneo.
Each month for the past year may be
said to have seen a new issue from former
stamp-issuing countries or from a government that had hitherto found no need of
the postage stamp, many not even having
a postal service.
The outcry against the imposition thus
practiced on the
fraternity at last became so general and powerful that the matter was taken up by the
Philatelic Society of London, the most
influential of its kind in the worla, and to
which many of the members of the royalty
of Europe belong. At a recent meeting
the following resolution was adopted :

ROSECRANS IN BATTLE.

personal animosity. Time and again Major Bond remonstrated with him for thus
exposing himself to imminent danger, but

he merely said : "Ican't go till this is <le- -^
cided. If we are beaten here Ishall have
to make other dispositions." How he
escaped is one of those unaccountable
things that we are accustomed to term miraculous.
When Ireturned to headquarters Isaid
to Rosecrans: "Ihave just been over the
battlefield with 'Charley' Thompson.
What were your sensations when so constantly under fire all of those two days?"
His answer was: "Ihad no sensations.
Iwas absorbed in planning how to beat
them."
On the following day Irode oat with
Kosecrans, General Garfield (then his chief
of staff), several other officers, and a squad
of about a hundred men, to Grantlands,
the birthplace and home of Miss Murfree,
the well-known author, but then occupied
by General Sheridan as his headquarters.
As we entered the forest inclosing the
town, Garneld broke out with Lowell's
poem, "Ido believe in freedom's
cause, "his
words being echoed back from the great,
spreading trees, and set to the music of a
hundred horses' heels. He had scarcely
ended when the general told how

How He Held His Own Against
a Vastly Superior
Force.
ONE OF THEINCIDENTS AT IUKA
The General's Tribute to a Brave
Soldier Who Risked Death to
Save a Regiment.

'

SEATTLE, May 29.— A dog-sledge trip of is putting up a sawmill for the mission.
SUVA, Fiji Islands, April 4.—lt de- treating white people as a necessary nui4000 miles down the vast extent of the Itis by far the best, most successful and pends entirely upon the nature of the per- sance.
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Soon we saw through an opening in the
corrugated iron. The water supply, brought a very serious
distinguished looking gentleman, who was up the river a distance of what I
effect on the collection of gen- fighting a Confederate force of 11,000, holdestimated ands, stopping in at different stations and from a long
distance at much expense, is uine postal issues throughout
the world, and ing a chosen and very strong position. trees several thousand men under review
a fellow passenger to Juneau.
From his to be about 150 miles, where we left the plantations located along the coast lines excellent,
in a field at the left. "It is Negley's divibut beyond this luxuries cease. that a committee be appointed to consider the
quiet and unassuming manners one would stream and turned due east. A vast and for produce and freight. An opportunity In addition
to three or four steamship bGst means to be adopted to put a stop to the Dncat, in riding up to the general, had sion," said Garfield. "Shall we ride over
little have suspected him of being the hero almost impenetrable forest of spruce was is thus afforded to get an exterior view of agencies, half a dozen firms of commission scandal.
observed a regiment of General Stanley's tnere, general?"
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of the journey as remarkable for its extent encountered,
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viewed, but finally told his story. At have been 40 or 50 degrees below zero. lack of country inns throws the stranger
Levuka, which until fourteen years ago
As the direct result of the steps taken by
two ends of the tree, and the remainder of
Sitka about a year and a half ago he was
"Our faces were badly frozen several upon the hospitality of the natives where was the capital
and most important town, these societies, Stanley Gibbons (Limited)
tne party divided ana followed us. But
appointed Inspector of Customs at TJna- times, and at nights, having no wood with none of the conveniences of civilization is in every way preferable to its modern of London opened communication with
Rosecrans spurred his horse, Toby, difires, we would have to bursurroundings
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C. H. Mekeel Stamp and Publishing
into a snowbank, and with the dogs at can ever be found.
attractive, low, undulating hills arising Company of St. Louis, Mo., looking
bound.
the District of the Yukon. He immedi- row
to seEven in Suva and Levuka the hotels are almost directly
our feet and lying about us, we would man"That was well done," I
shouted, "You
from the seashore, covered curing their co-operation in mitigating or
ately set out for his territory, traveling by age
to keep passably warm. As we neared not good, the cuisine being especially poor. with a mass of tropical
fire straight at the mark."
verdure. Delight- eradicating the evil complained of. In
schooner through Bering Sea to St. the summit huge icefields were crossed,
Meats, vegetables and all delicacies are im- ful breezes are always blowing, the climate Stanley Gibbons' letter to the Mekeel Com"It'sthe sure way to hit," he answered.
Michaels, and thence up the river on the and canyons and crevasses were encoun- ported, no effort being made to procure being dry and salubrious. The Island of pany occurs the following:
"Itreveals to me what made you win at
P. B. Weare. upon which boat he re- tered which seemed to have no bottom, home products, either because of the gen- Ovalan is small and offers several very
"There is great danger to our trade and
Stone River."
mained the greater part of the season. and whose sides were absolutely perpen- eral apathy which seems to exist univer- pretty excursions.
Although the oldest to the future of philately, in that, through
"Well, what was it?" he asked, smiling.
The account of his travels from Fort dicular. By the time the divide was sally or indifference.
of ail European settlements, the same lack such issues as these (Chinese locals, prin"Promptitude, directness and the boundCudahv to Kodiak is best told in his own crossed and "a chain of lakes on the oppoOn the other hand, any one willing to of roads found everywhere exists here. cipality of Trinidad, French colonial,
ing leap of that horse, Toby— three things
etc.),
site side was reached, my supply of food rough it in the strictest" sense can find in
words:
The whole population of Levuka is largely ridicule willbe cast upon collecting, and it
that would carry a cat through Hades
"Ireceived instructions from the Govern- had become nearly exhausted and neces- the FijiIslands a glorious opportunity to made up of Germans, who carry on a is ridicule that kills every hobby. If
without claws."
you
ment to make a report on the various sta- sity compelled me to resort to the native make beautiful excursions where the cus- modest but thriving trade with other Paci- agree with us, we ask you to join
Among all the military leaders I
us
have
with in
tions, villages and missions located on the food. Did you ever eat frozen, raw seal toms of a novel and curious people can be fic islands.
known Rosecrans comes the nearest to
ignoring such stamps. We are writing to
Yukon from Fort Cudahy to its mouth ; meat? No? Well, its flavoris not exactly studied to good advantage and scenery of
The hurricane of January was felt to a the leading stamp merchants
what Ihave read of Wellington.
the world
thence following the coast line as close as ilike that of pate de foi gras, I
assure you, unsurpassed
grandeur can be seen. The greater extent here than elsewhere. Abun- a similar circular letter to thisofto get at
James R. Gilmork.
the
practicable from St. Michaels around the but to a famished stomach it is iiiuch accomplishment
of such results ne- dant traces of the ferocity of the gale have opinion of the trade. We propose from
[Copyrighted, 1895, by 8. 8. McClitbk, limited.]
Kodiak Island. The last boat to ascend preferable to either whale or seal blubber, cessitates
much privation, actual la- been left behind. Dismasted ships, run now on to cease to catalogue these locals
the river in the fall having made its trip or to a steady diet of snowball pudding.
bor and great personal discomfort. Many high and dry upon the reef, withered and speculative emissions,
General William S. Rosecrans.
all
and returned to winter quarters, Ileft
NEW TO-DAY.
"Traveling uppn the smaller chain of miles must be traversed on foot across cocoanut palms, ruined piers and frame notices of them in our journals,totoomit
cease to
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in an open boat
which run into and terminate inLake steep and rugged mountain ranges, over structures nearly collapsed tell the tale. import, to sell or to buy them in any way,
with the Indians as guides and interpreters. Tikchik, was much easier, and thence footpaths so narrow, rough and slippery The ocean waves, driven to a frenzy and, in fact, to ignore them as far as
pos- and overpowered by a much larger force of
At Circle City, the outfitting point for the down the Tikchik River to the Nushagah,
that every muscle in the body is taxed to of rage, swept over the shore lines, sible."
the enemy. "Ride on and warn Stanley
Birch Creek diggings, and 200 miles below then down the latter river to its mouth, the utmost limit. Voyages lasting
from
sevIn
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much of the
the Meekel Stamp and PubFort Cudahy, the first stop was made. I comparatively rapid progress was made, i early mornine to the duslc of evening must eral buildings and
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Company wrote that they would be at once," said Rosecrans.
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lishing
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remained there several days replenishing Near the point where the Nushagah River I be made in canoes so frail and insecure A dozen little cutters anchored within the glad to co-operate with them.
and swept with bullets lay between them
our larder and taking some much-needed
puts into an arm of Bristol Bay is a can- I that a clumsy movement means immediate reef were blown far out to sea or sunk.
and
the
regiment;
The two firms above mentioned are
menaced
Ducat glanced
rest. There are fully 200 miners wintering nery. Itwas deserted save by
" a watchman, I capsizing. The cramped position thus ex- Houses
like cradles, their inmates among the largest of the kind in the world, at it, and said: "General, Ihave a wife
at this point, and all have claims on Birch who heartily welcomed me. Iwas the first \ perienced for hours become most fatiguing expectingrocked
every minute to find the the London firm carrying a stock valued and children."
with
Creek or its tributaries.
white man he had seen since the close of I to the novice. Rivers, streams and entire edifice sent flying through the air. at $500,000 and the St. Louis firm one
AND
"Itis remarkable the erroneous idea the tne canning and shipping
"You knew that when you came here?"
season last fall, i brooks must be crossed
continuously For hours the storm raged withunmiti- valued at $150,000. The leading dealers of
great majority of the outside world has Two days were spent here, during
by wading or swimming, frequently gated fury, the winds and the moun- this city, W. Sellschopp <fc Co., have also said Rosecrans, coolly.
which
either
of the tremendous extent of the valleys of Isecured new docs and other guides, who strong currents
"I'llgo, sir," said Ducat, moving his
the passage tains vying with each other in the creation announced their intention of co-operating
the Yukon and its tributaries. While were better acquainted with the route j almost perilous. making
The road often re- of deafening noise— the rain continuing to in the master.
horse forward after his momentary hesitatraveling up and down the river on the P. which lay before me. From the Nushagah solves itself into these very
watercourses, fallin perfect torrents throughout.
There is, therefore, now reason to believe tion.
B. Weare I
have frequently passed hun- we proceeded overland to the Kvicnak | which
be followed with broken interThese annual hurricanes will prove the that the speculative stamp has seen its
"Stay a moment. We must make sure
dreds of nameless streams flowing into the River, thence up that stream to Lake vals formust
long stretches. A fierce, pitiless greatest drawback to Fiji's success. The most prosperous days.
river. They are not down upon any chart, Iliamna.
of this," said Rosecrans.
He thought a
sun at all times and a perfect deluge of elements form an insuperable obstacle that
These preparations are the result
have never had a place upon a map, and
thousand lives of more value than four,
"Here it was learned from some natives tropical rain to a greater or less extent the hand of man can never overcome.
their size and extent neither the captain that it would be impossible to cross
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senor even the natives knew anything about, straits from that point in a bidarka on ac- of course.
pommel of his saddle, he gave oue to chemistry and dermatology.
lect and exclusive than in Suva, notwithand upon the gravel of their "shores a pick count of floating ice. At the village of
At night sleep has to be secured in grass standing that the gubernatorial mansion
each of the three orderlies, and set them
had never been struck. Hundreds of Iliamna, near the head of the lake, another huts withbeds composed of
Isubmit the names of a few of our
woven straw
all the red tape necessarily there conoff. at intervals of about sixty yards, over
thousands of men could be located in the change of dogs and guides was made. The mats spread on the floor and the native and
tained is now located in the latter place.
leading
chemists and physicians to
the bullet-swept field. Then he looked at
Yukon country and yet be lost to each very heaviest teams procurable were gotten bamboo headrests used for pillows, with a A vast amount of jealousy between the They
Feel That China Has Ducat, who had seen every one of them
you, and leave you to form your own
other.
and a start was made for the settlement lot of half-naked, brown-skinned savages two settlements exists, extending from
"Setting forth in our canoe at Circle City called Katmai on Shelikoff Straits. The for companions. Unless anxious
fall lifeless, or desperately wounded. opinion as to the merits of my disado a commercial to social life.
Been Treated With Too
no other stop was made until the mouth of nature of the shore line rendered land troublesome bure'en to necessary to
The
limited
Without a word Ducat plunged into the
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contemplathe Tanana was reached, excepting the travel near the water an absolute impos- ments in the way of tinned meats and tion by the Government is all being cenfire, and, wonderful to tell, he ran the coveries.
Leniency.
Much
Minuka Creek, at which point we spent a sibility, it being studded with mouniainhardtack, the traveler must content him- tered in the present capital, and nothing
pauutlet in safety, and with his clothes
day. Nearing the Tanana the weather be- like glaciers, impassable canyons and self with yams,
torn by Minie balls and his horse reeling
dates, fruits and an occa- but its superior class of inhabitants and
came much colder, and by the time we streams that fairly stood upon
end in their sional fowl for food.
former reputation keeps Levnka from fall- Plans for a Grand Triumphal Parade from a mortal wound, he got to Stanley,
reached there the river had'closed and we mad race for the sea. These were
avoided
In
no other manner can the aboriginal ing into "innocuous desuetude."
Are Dropped to Await Defiand
saved the regiment. The orderlies
had to abandon the canoe. After a few by following as closely as possible the sum- life be viewed, and all attempts in other
found their graves in that acre of tire.
One day Imet Ratu Epeli, son of
nite News.
days' rest Isecured two dog teams ofsix mit of the range of mountains which lie directions willprove useless and end indis- Cokaban
Usually
victories are gained by large
(Thokombau), King of Fiji,who
animals each, and with mv two guides set along the coast. Reaching Katmai a appointment.
masses of men properly posted and skillhad to come to Suva either for pleasure
out for St. Michaels, 1000 miles distant down three-hatch bidarka was secured, and with
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the river. The traveling on the ice near two natives Iattempted to cross the straits. with cannibalism for so many years that is a fine-looking, able
chap, very large and of the Japanese residents of this City has range of fireand looking on at the conflict
the shore was splendid, the ice being Stormy weather set in, and we were com- the very words have practically become heavy and quite
in
absolute
safety. But often great battles
dark. His hair, instead been preparing a fitting celebration
the
smooth, almost glare, and we sped along pelled to turn back. We waited eight days synonymous.
When first cast into
of being worn, as is the custom with the recent victory of the mother country.of Now are won by some fearless commander, who
at a great rate, making fifty and sixty for favorable weather, and during that time midst of the bushy-headed inhabitants, the natives,
plunges into the thickest of the fight and,
the
in an immense mop and dyed
miles a day several times during the jour- skirted the coast as far north as Cape fact that Great Britain now rules the group
with brilliant yellow, was cut quite short, everything is temporarily off, and the time while seeing the whole, is ever at the enney. The ice gorged and the river closed Douglas.
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iron hand is temporarily for- and left in its natural black state. A queerup completely October 20. Frequent stops
"On the ninth day out from Katmai a gotten, while a sensation almost of awe is looking King he appeared when
promenad- poned. The cause of itall is dissatisfaction heroic example. Itwas so with General
were made while en route down the river, second attempt was made
Rosecrans himself, all whose victories were
to cross the felt.
ing through the streets, without a
and with some of the terms of the treaty.
and itwasjnoticed particularly that the na- straits, this time our efforts being
Our first view of the archipelago was ob- with his short "sulu" extending hat
won by his personal heroism, and Chickacrowned
only to
Mr. Ishikawa. a student, who was a mauga,
tives were all in good health and had plenty with success and landing our bidarka
on tained from the steamer. Two tiny coral his knees, loose-fitting calico jacket, and
so-called defeat, occurred beof food. St. Michaels was reached Novem- Afognak Island. At Afognak Itook the reefs with typical white sandy beach and bare legs.
prime mover in the matter, explained that cause he his
could not be everywhere at once
ber 28, thirty-eight days from the Tanana. schooner Lettie and landed at Kodiak heavy clumps of cocoanut "palms were ser chiefs Several court retainers and les- they intended to celebrate on May 25.
over a hilly and wooded field of battle,
accompanied him, following beNeither myself nor my guides suffered April6. Ihad been gone four months on passed at sunrise. On one of
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"We were going to have a procession," more than rive miles in extent It
from the cold, being warmly clad from the way, and had traveled, as closely as Ilighthouse is now in the coursethese
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said he.
would have had a meet- was so at luka and again at Cohead to foot in fur clothing. "The weather
compute it, about 3800 miles, a great to take the place of the one completely de- where he cordially
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was clear and dry, not a breath of air stir- could
invited me to visit as ing to which we wouldhave invited the city rinth,
deal of the distance being over a section of molished by the recent hurricane. Durhis guest. Our conversation was carried notables. The programme would have in- men, he met Price and Van Doren with
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am positive had never be- ing the day we sailed among the islands- on through an interpreter,
30,000.
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Cooks Inlet country. origin so plainly indicated inHawaii could in the land, and it
ceived the news of the treaty.
thickest of the fight and solely by his peris through them
during which time frequent trips were Nearly eighty the
miners are there waiting to be discerned, but the outlines were much the British Government now rules that
"This was a disappointment to many. sonal bravery turned defeat into victory. '
the
made to the interior, and at one time I
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got be taken to the new discoveries in that less severe in character
and the general group. Once every year the rokos. orlieu- We were especially exercised, because it During the terrible two days' fight at
as far north as the head of Norton Bay. section upon the first boat.
of them effect far softer.
Stone River he was everywhere at the crittenant-governors, meet in convention with was intimated that Japan would not ical
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